
LESSON 3: How do the traits of other ancient penguins compare to modern penguins?
PREVIOUS LESSON We analyzed data on a set of heritable characters in modern penguins to look for patterns and infer connections between them and Pedro. We developed

questions on how other heritable characters (bone related) would compare for these penguins and for other ancient penguin fossils.

THIS LESSON

INVESTIGATION

2 days

 

We analyze data tables of bone related traits for ancient penguin fossils and modern penguins and develop a
timeline-based representation of the patterns in the data. We analyze images, maps, and descriptions of the
environments of where these fossils formed.

NEXT LESSON We will revise our initial explanation to account for the patterns in the data from the previous lessons. We will still have many candidate ideas for what might be
causing these patterns. We will wonder whether we would see a similar pattern in the types of other organisms. We will add questions to our Driving Question
Board.

BUILDING TOWARD NGSS

MS-LS1-4, MS-LS4-1, MS-LS4-2,
MS-LS4-3, MS-LS4-4, MS-LS4-6

WHAT STUDENTS WILL DO

3.A Develop and use a timeline of a large data set to identify patterns in heritable trait variations found in different penguins across different points
in time.

3.B Analyze and interpret data from data tables, images, maps, and descriptive text to identify patterns of similarities and differences in heritable
trait variations, environments, and geographic locations of ancient penguin fossils across time.

WHAT STUDENTS WILL FIGURE OUT

None of the ancient penguins have all the same trait variations in common with any modern penguins.
Ancient penguin fossils tend to have more trait variations in common with each other, the closer they are in time. Modern penguins have
more traits in common with less-ancient penguin fossils than with more-ancient ones.
The overall size of many but not all ancient penguins was larger than the largest modern penguins; the beak size and shape of many
ancient penguins was either longer and/or more curved than modern penguins.
Earth’s climate, the positions of the continents, and sea levels have changed many times over the last 60 million years.
Ancient penguins lived in South America, Antarctica, and New Zealand. Some of the other organisms that lived in these areas varied
between places and changed over time.



Lesson 3 • Learning Plan Snapshot
Part Duration Summary Slide Materials

1 5 min NAVIGATION
Share questions from the previous class meeting and
discuss how fossil data could help answer some of those
questions.

A-B

2 13 min EXPLORE BONE DATA FOR ANCIENT AND MODERN
PENGUINS
Analyze data sets describing characteristics of bones
from both modern and ancient penguins to identify any
patterns between them.

C Data strips: internal and external trait variations in modern penguins and Pedro, Data strips for ancient
penguin fossils, optional: Optional: Data strips for more-incomplete ancient penguin fossils

3 5 min WHOLE-GROUP DISCUSSION
Share the patterns noticed regarding connections among
the bone characteristics of ancient and modern penguins.

4 8 min MAKING PREDICTIONS
Make predictions about the age of the fossils analyzed in
the previous activity.

D Data strips for ancient penguin fossils

5 13 min ORGANIZE THE DATA BY TIME PERIOD AND LOOK
FOR CONNECTIONS
Organize the fossil data from the previous activity by
time period and look for connections to patterns in the
trait variation data.

E-H Data strips: internal and external trait variations in modern penguins and Pedro, Data strips for ancient
penguin fossils, Internal trait variations key, timeline made from Timeline, 1 piece of poster paper or 3
extra sheets of notebook paper, 1 roll of transparent tape, 1 rubber band, 4 colored
pencils/crayons/markers in these colors: purple/pink/ blue/ yellow

End of day 1

6 8 min GALLERY WALK
Review and record patterns in ancient penguin traits
related to time.

H set of the timeline-organized data strips on poster paper collected from the previous class meeting

7 7 min PREPARE TO ANALYZE FOSSIL DATA CARDS
Orient to the types and positions of information on the
fossil data cards.

I-J Maps of Earth’s surface over the last 50 million years, Ancient penguin data cards

8 5 min EXPLORE THE FOSSIL DATA CARDS INDIVIDUALLY
Identify different factors with which to organize cards
and look for related patterns in traits.

K Maps of Earth’s surface over the last 50 million years, Ancient penguin data cards, timer

9 12 min EXPLORE THE FOSSIL DATA CARDS IN A GROUP
Organize cards using different traits and observe and
discuss related patterns in traits.

K Maps of Earth’s surface over the last 50 million years



Part Duration Summary Slide Materials

10 5 min INDIVIDUAL PROGRESS TRACKER UPDATE
Add information about newly observed patterns to
individual Progress Trackers.

L

11 10 min TAKE PRELIMINARY STOCK OF WHERE WE ARE
Share the patterns noticed regarding connections among
the characteristics of ancient penguins and identify areas
of the timeline model that we can start to fill in now
based on these patterns.

L

12 3 min COLLECT NOTEBOOKS AND NONCONSUMABLES
AND INTRODUCE HOME LEARNING (OPTIONAL)

M-N How do scientists use fossils to figure out what an organism that lived millions of years ago may have
looked like?, rubber band, timeline-organized data strips on poster paper collected from the
previous class meeting

End of day 2



Lesson 3 • Materials List
per student per group per class

Lesson
materials

science notebook
Maps of Earth’s surface over the last 50 million years
How do scientists use fossils to figure out what an
organism that lived millions of years ago may have looked
like?

Data strips: internal and external trait variations
in modern penguins and Pedro
Data strips for ancient penguin fossils
optional: Optional: Data strips for more-
incomplete ancient penguin fossils
Internal trait variations key
timeline made from Timeline
1 piece of poster paper or 3 extra sheets of
notebook paper
1 roll of transparent tape
1 rubber band
4 colored pencils/crayons/markers in these
colors: purple/pink/ blue/ yellow
Ancient penguin data cards
Maps of Earth’s surface over the last 50 million
years
rubber band
timeline-organized data strips on poster
paper collected from the previous class
meeting

set of the timeline-organized data strips on poster
paper collected from the previous class meeting
timer

Materials preparation (75 minutes)
Review teacher guide, slides, and teacher references or keys (if applicable).

Make copies of handouts and ensure sufficient copies of student references, readings, and procedures are available.

These are non consumables that you collect and reuse in all your classes:
Gather the external trait variation keys in full-sheet clear page protectors from lesson 2: External trait variations key
Gather a set of the data cards for modern penguins and Pedro in half-sheet clear protectors from Lesson 1 for every pair of students in your
largest class. These should still be binder clipped together still from lesson 1
Gather the preprinted color copies of the ancient penguin data cards to have one set for every group of 3 students in your largest class. Put
each card in its own half-sheet clear protector. Use a card ring holder or binder clip to keep a set of these together.
Optional: Make a copy of Optional: Data strips for more-incomplete ancient penguin fossils for pairs of students in one class of students. Cut the
strips out of these and clip each set of strips together with a binder clip. Since these are supplementary material for students who are
interested, it is recommended that you collect and reuse these for all your classes if you choose to selectively distribute them to groups that
request them.

These are consumables in your kit to prepare:
GatherData strips for ancient penguin fossils and Data strips: internal and external trait variations in modern penguins and Pedro for every pair of
students in every class. If you need print extras of these, they do not need to be in color. Cut the strips out and clip each set of the strips together with a binder clip. Students will be
using these to build their poster.
Your kit will contain enough color copies of the three sections of the timeline (Timeline for every 3 students. Cut out the two identical sections from every sheet. Tape the three
different sections of the color timeline together for each group. Students will be using these to build their poster.



Make copies of and prepare Internal trait variations key for every pair of students. Students may wish to use these in the construction
of their posters (which will be done in groups of 3 students), so it will be easiest to treat the entire set of these as consumable even
though students use them initially in pairs. These do not need to be in color. The ones you used in lesson 2 were in color - save those
as non-consumables to use again when you teach the lesson in the future.
Prepare 1 sheet of poster paper and 1 rubber band for every 3 students. If you don’t have poster paper, you can tape three sheets of
copy paper or notebook paper together.



Lesson 3 • Where We Are Going and NOT Going
Where We Are Going

The trait variation data used in this lesson were compiled and merged from two resources.
The first was the supporting online material published along with Fossil Evidence for Evolution of the Shape and Color of Penguin Feathers, published 12 November 2010 in Science, DOI:
10.1126/science.1193604.
The second was the appendix published along with Paleogene equatorial penguins challenge the proposed relationship between biogeography, diversity, and Cenozoic climate change.
Published July 2007 in Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, DOI: 10.1073/pnas.0611099104

Both of these databases were used by Dr. Julia Clarke (one of the scientists interviewed in Lesson 1) and her collaborators to look for connections between modern penguins and extinct
penguin fossils. A subset of this much larger data set the scientists used in their published paper was selected for students to use in this lesson to make the data analysis task accessible for
students. The selection of the 17 sets of bone-related traits that are included for students to analyze are ones that met these 3 criteria: (1) the trait and related variations could be described
relatively concisely and accurately for students, without using latin names, (2) many of the ancient fossils had measured values (data) for that trait, and (3) the structure/function relationships
in the variations of those trait would be relatively easy to hypothesize. For this later reason variations in the shape of the beak, wing bone (humerus), leg bone (femur), and shoulder blade were
chosen, rather than traits related to hip or spine bones.

The data set students will be working with in Data strips for ancient penguin fossils references only 13 additional ancient penguins (beyond Pedro) from the larger data sets described above. The
large data set described above contains more types of fossils, but ones that provide a very limited amount of trait variation data due to relatively incomplete fossils (e.g., one or two bones).
This is why they were excluded from Data strips for ancient penguin fossils . Some students may wonder whether the data set they are given to work with represents all known ancient penguin
fossils. If students raise this question, tell them it does not, but it does represent the ones that scientists had relatively complete trait variation data for (more than 3 values for the 17 bone-
related traits under consideration). Those that had only one or two values for the traits were included in a supplemental material--Optional: Data strips for more-incomplete ancient penguin
fossils--in case you want to provide an optional resource to students who ask for it. Even with this reduction in data, students will still be working with large data sets to identify temporal and
spatial relationships (32 data strips, 13 of which have 17 variables on them, and the rest of which have 36 variables on them). This sort of large data set analysis work is a key element of
engaging in analyzing and interpreting data and looking for patterns at the middle school level.

The data cards students will be using in day 2 of this lesson contain a lot of complex information, including global maps, descriptions of the related fossils site(s) and local and global
environmental conditions, as well as images showing the recovered fossil parts and an artist's reconstruction of the entire penguin’s body shape. Students will be working with similarly
structured data cards in Lesson 5, but for different organisms. And in that lesson, students will need to describe traits and variations they see in bone (and shell) structures of those organisms
themselves rather than working with a data set of pre-categorized trait variations.

The global maps on the data cards will show shifts in the continents and mountain ranges on the map. This is an idea that students built in their prior work in the OpenSciEd Unit 6.4: How and
why does Earth's surface change? (Everest Unit).

Shifts in global average temperatures and corresponding changes in precipitation is an idea students will have developed in their prior work in OpenSciEd Unit 7.6: How do changes in Earth’s
system impact our communities and what can we do about it? (Droughts and Floods Unit), though they would only have investigated climate level changes over hundreds of years in that unit, not
millions.

Where We Are NOT Going

Some of color coded time periods on the timeline correspond to what would be considered multiple geologic epochs (e.g., yellow = the holocene, pleistocene, and pliocene epochs combined
together). Knowing what the periods are is not the focus of this lesson. The phrase “time period” (rather than geological period) is used to refer to the color coded part of the timeline, for which
a corresponding description of the earth’s climate trends and map that are representative of continents and mountain ranges during that time period based on plate reconstructions.

Students will need to work with these data cards again at the end of the unit. At that point they will do more than look for patterns across them. They will use them as a source of evidence for
arguments about proposed lines of descent and common ancestors. Students will not do that in this lesson though. If some students start to propose possible lines of descent or common
ancestors in interpretation of the data, that is fine, but don’t telegraph whether such inferences are or are not supported by the data yet. Take the stance of “we are looking for correlations first”
in order to refine our ideas about possible causes.

The same is true for if students start introducing words like adapt or evolve. Many students won’t be ready to develop or explore any related proposed mechanisms in these areas until they first
become more familiar with the data they are trying to explain. That is the focus of this lesson - finding patterns in the fossil vs. modern penguin data that beg explanation.



As in the previous lesson, students will need to use the idea that these traits are related to genes but they may try to extend the idea that we developed in OpenSciEd Unit 8.5: Why are living
things different from one another? (Muscles Unit) that different alleles is what is leading to different expressions of the trait. This has the potential to be confusing because the same language (to
describe the changes in sequence) is not used when we start comparing organisms that are different species. If students are attempting to make these connections agree that there are small
differences regarding the gene that lead to causing the traits to be different but instead of discussing this at the gene vs allele level, we use the broader term "character" when we are comparing
the traits of organisms when they do not belong to the same species. In reality the trait level differences are often not due to changes at the sequence level which would result in a new allele,
but instead the trait differences are due to changes in the timing of the expression of the gene during development which is far outside of the scope of this grade band.



5 min

LEARNING PLAN for LESSON 3
1 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: science notebook

Share questions from the previous class meeting. Present slide A. Remind students that they recorded questions in their science notebook
at a couple of points during the last class after considering some of the data they had investigated. Ask students to share some of these
questions.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What were some of the questions you recorded in your science
notebook last time after examining the data?

How do the bone structures of other penguin fossils compare to
Pedro?

How big were other ancient penguins?

How many different types of ancient penguin fossils have been
found?

How old are other penguin fossils, and what part of the world were
they found in?

Are there fossils that have more trait variations in their bones in
common with modern penguins than Pedro does?

Will all ancient penguins look different than the penguins of today?

Say, In our very first lesson we drew or described what we thought other ancient penguins besides Pedro might have looked like. Scientists make those
sorts of drawings using trait variations they measure from bones. We developed these questions after comparing some of the trait variations in bones
for modern penguins and Pedro. Scientists have recorded and published these data on the other penguin fossils they have discovered too.

Present slide B. Discuss the question on the slide as a class.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

How could analyzing these data from fossils of other ancient penguins
help us make progress on some of our questions?

We can sort out the data like we did last time and look for
connections between different penguins to see how many, if any, trait
variations they have in common with each other and with the
penguins of today.



13 min

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

Looking at fossils of other ancient penguins or having questions about whether there are other ancient penguin
fossils besides Pedro is a set of ideas that have appeared from students on Driving Question Boards from the
pilot of this unit.

If these questions have also appeared on your Driving Question Board, you may want to take a brief moment to
reference that connection for students. Establishing regular connections to questions (or categories of
questions) on the Driving Question Board is one important way you can support coherence for students. But so
is following the most proximal line of questions that has emerged from sensemaking in the most recent class
discussions.

2 · EXPLORE BONE DATA FOR ANCIENT AND MODERN PENGUINS
MATERIALS: Data strips: internal and external trait variations in modern penguins and Pedro, Data strips for ancient penguin fossils, optional: Optional: Data strips for more-incomplete ancient
penguin fossils

Prepare students to look for patterns in bone data. Organize students into pairs. Say, In addition to Pedro, we have bone trait variation data for
13 other types of ancient penguin fossils. These are from fossil sites where scientists found more than just a few bones of the penguin and therefore
can provide a more complete set of the type of trait data we compared last time.

Some students may ask whether the default data set they are working with on Data strips for ancient penguin fossils is a complete set of data
from all the penguin fossils found. If so see the related equity support box.✱

Have students uncover patterns in the data from ancient and modern penguins. Say, Similar to what we did last time, let's look for any
patterns in the same heritable bone traits that we looked at last time, but this time let’s look for them across all the different ancient and modern
penguins together. The ancient penguins have a black background at the top of their strip and the modern ones have a maroon (red) one. We will do a
second pass on these data in a bit, at which point we can record the patterns we notice. For this first pass though, let’s just focus on talking through the
different patterns we are finding with our group members.

Present slide C. Review the instructions on the slide. Distribute a set of data strips from Data strips: internal and external trait variations in
modern penguins and Pedro and Data strips for ancient penguin fossils along with Internal trait variations key to each pair of students.

✱ ATTENDING TO EQUITY

Universal Design for Learning - Extension
Opportunity: If students may ask whether
the default data set they are working with on
Data strips for ancient penguin fossils is a
complete set of data from all the penguin
fossils found, say. No, there are more, but
they are relatively incomplete, often just one
or a few bones, and therefore harder to
interpret. You can then offer those students
an opportunity to analyze these as well, if
they are interested. This data set is on
Optional: Data strips for more-incomplete
ancient penguin fossils. But encourage those
students to work with the data set on Data
strips for ancient penguin fossils first and then,
and after they find a set of patterns in these,
add the more-incomplete data set from
Optional: Data strips for more-incomplete
ancient penguin fossils For some students,
working with this additional data set may
support increase the relevance of task by
either (a) increasing the cognitive demand
and increasing the challenge of the data
analysis or (b) providing them a larger and
therefore more-comprehensive sample of
the types of fossil data that paleontologists
use.



5 min

8 min

3 · WHOLE-GROUP DISCUSSION
MATERIALS: None

Have students share the patterns that they noticed. Ask students to share their choices and reasons for them with a partner. any patterns
they noticed in the bone characteristics of the ancient and modern penguins.

Here are anticipated student responses:
Some of the modern ones have all the same trait variations as other modern ones.
None of the modern ones has a corresponding ancient fossil that has all the same trait variations in common with it.
Some ancient ones have a lot of trait variations in common with the modern ones, some more than others.
Different ancient ones have a different number of trait variations in common with other ancient ones.

4 · MAKING PREDICTIONS
MATERIALS: Data strips for ancient penguin fossils

Have students make predictions. Say, We looked at data from a lot of fossils. The ages of these fossils are not all the same. Some are from within a
few million years of when Pedro died, which was about 36 million years ago, while some are tens of millions of years older, and some are tens of
millions of years younger. Let’s make a prediction. (Refer to fossil data strips.) Which of these ancient penguins would you expect to be the fossils
that are more ancient than Pedro? Which of them would you expect to be the fossils that are less ancient than Pedro?

Present slide D. Have students follow the directions on the slide, but meet with a new partner to discuss the last bullet point. Assign students
to a new partner to prepare to talk with. Say, You should talk with your partner about what you think and make some predictions. Before you do,
pick one of the strips that represents a fossil that you think would be more ancient than Pedro, and pick another one you think would be less ancient
than Pedro. Be sure to discuss why you think some penguins are likely to be more or less ancient than others. Give students 4 minutes to find some
penguin in their data strips to refer to in their talk with their new partner. Assign which partner moves to a new partner to talk. The students
that move should not take any data strips with them - they can refer to the penguins they chose with the data strips at the table where their
new partner is.

Then ask some students to share their predictions and their partner’s predictions and why they made them. Here are some anticipated
student responses:

The ones that have the most traits in common with Pedro might be the ones from around 36 million years ago.
The ones that have more traits in common with the ones today might be the ones that are younger than Pedro.
The ones that have few traits in common with Pedro and very, very few traits in common with the ones of today may be the more ancient
ones.
There is no way to tell for sure since their traits could have come from anywhere over that long a time.
Their differences in traits could be because of where they lived rather than when they lived, so we can’t tell.
I really don’t know … I am curious to see.

Have students return their data strip.



13 min5 · ORGANIZE THE DATA BY TIME PERIOD AND LOOK FOR CONNECTIONS
MATERIALS: Data strips: internal and external trait variations in modern penguins and Pedro, Data strips for ancient penguin fossils, Internal trait variations key, timeline made from Timeline, 1
piece of poster paper or 3 extra sheets of notebook paper, 1 roll of transparent tape, 1 rubber band, 4 colored pencils/crayons/markers in these colors: purple/pink/ blue/ yellow

Introduce the timescale for the fossil data. Organize students into groups of 3 for this activity. Present slide E. Say, The fossils you have
analyzed were formed at various points in time in the past. The timescale shown here represents different periods of time during which they may have
formed. The square dot on the scale represents the time when Pedro was alive. How many millions of years ago was that? Students will say 35 to 36
million years ago.

Color code the data strips by time period. Present slide F. Distribute colored pencils (or crayons or markers). Have students use the slide as
reference to color code the bottom white rectangle on the ancient fossil data strips, to reflect the time period that type penguin was living.

Distribute to each group a copy of the timeline made from Timeline, tape, markers or colored pencils, and a piece of poster paper. Show slide
G. Tell students that the data strips: Data strips: internal and external trait variations in modern penguins and Pedro and Data strips for ancient
penguin fossils, the key Internal trait variations key, and the timeline can be taped to the poster and annotated after they finalize their
organization of them.

Have students use the remaining time to organize the strips, observe any patterns of traits that emerge, discuss their organization,
tape them to their poster, and annotate their poster to show any connections they noticed across the time and trait data.✱

ASSESSMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Building towards: 3.A Develop and use a timeline of a large data set to identify patterns in heritable trait
variations found in different penguins across different points in time.

What to look/listen for
Placement of the following groups of penguins over the corresponding horizontal color coded section
of their timeline.
Clustering and/or vertical spread based on number of trait similarities in the purple time period:

P. gunnari and Colossus together (All known trait variations are in common for which values
were measured.)
P. devriesi and W. tuatahi separated from P. gunnari and Colossus

Clustering and/or vertical spread based on number of trait similarities in the pink time period:
different number or percent of trait variation in common between Simpson’s and Lopdell vs.
Simpson’s and Lowe’s

Clustering and/or vertical spread based on number of trait similarities in the blue time period:
Tiny rower and Slender foot together (All known trait variations are in common for which
values were measured.)
P. anarticus near Slender-footed and S. urbani , and tiny-rower, (one trait variation is different
between each of these), but further away from tiny-rower
S. urbani further away from tiny-rower than other two (slender-footed and S.urbani)

Clustering and/or vertical spread based on number of trait similarities in modern penguins
major clusters by number of internal trait variations in common
possible minor clusters and/or vertical spread by number of external trait variations in
common

What to do: If students simply arrange the strips in order by time and not by trait patterns as well, emphasize
that organizing by time is a good first step. Then encourage students to look for trait patterns next both within
the penguins in a given time period and in penguins across time.

✱ SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN
ENGAGING IN ANALYZING AND
INTERPRETING DATA

In this process students are developing and
using graphical displays of a large data set to
identify temporal relationships. The size of
this data set (32 data strips with 17 or 36
variables on each one) and the sub
organization of groups within the data set
make this a challenging data (re)organization
and analysis task. It is well aligned to
elements of the practice of analyzing and
interpreting data in the middle school grade
band. Students will need to work with these
data again at the end of the unit to make
evidence arguments for lines of descent and
common ancestors. This lesson provides an
opportunity for students to develop fluency
in working with these sorts of data in this
way that they will need to leverage in those
later lessons.



8 min

7 min

Roll up and collect student posters. Once students are done, distribute a rubber band to each group to use for securing their poster after
rolling it up. Remind students to put their group member names on the outside of the poster before turning it in.

End of day 1

6 · GALLERY WALK
MATERIALS: science notebook, set of the timeline-organized data strips on poster paper collected from the previous class meeting

Prepare the posters for a silent gallery walk. Distribute posters and/or lay them out on tables before class so students can do a gallery walk
of at least two posters in the first activity. Present slide H. Review the directions on the slide.

Do a silent gallery walk. Have students bring their Progress Tracker and circulate individually to two posters to record what patterns
they notice in the trait data. One of the posters can be their own if they wish.

ASSESSMENT
OPPORTUNITY

This is the first of two times that students will add to their Progress Trackers for this lesson. You will collect these
Progress Trackers at the end of this lesson. See the related assessment guidance callout box for 3.B at the end
of day 2 of this lesson.

7 · PREPARE TO ANALYZE FOSSIL DATA CARDS
MATERIALS: Maps of Earth’s surface over the last 50 million years, Ancient penguin data cards

Introduce the new types of maps students will see on the new data cards of Pedro and ancient fossils. Say, We have additional data for
these fossils that may help us find other connections. Let’s look at the new types of data you will see on a revised version of these data cards. One
important difference is the maps that are used on the cards. Instead of a view of the Southern Hemisphere looking down on the South Pole like in
slide I, you will see maps that project a different view of the land on Earth at that point in time. Let’s take a look at what those maps show.

Display slide I. Say, These are examples of just two possible maps you will see on the cards. The left map is what you will see for any ancient fossil
from the purple time period. That map shows what scientists have determined the positions of the continents, coastlines, and ice cover were on Earth
for about the middle of that time period. The maps for the pink and blue time periods will also be for the middle of those time periods. But the yellow
time period will show the map of Earth toward the end of the last ice age, which is very close to the end of the yellow time period.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

Some students may comment on the apparent shifts in the position of continents. If they do, this is an
opportunity to have them briefly recall what they learned about how continents move or mountains form over
millions of years, based on their prior work in Everest Unit. Some students may comment on the apparent
changes in ocean water levels. If they do, frame a wondering such as, I wonder what might be changing on
Earth that would cause the level of where the ocean water meets the land to change. This will give students an
opportunity to develop their own explanations for that shift they will see in the maps if they decide to try to
make sense of it further. One explanation might be related to plate tectonics, while another might be related to
temperature changes. This may connect to what students figured out in their prior work in Everest Unit or
Droughts and Floods Unit. However, the key goal in providing these different maps to students isn’t to establish
connections to prior units. It is to provide a line of evidence for eventually claiming that the environment
conditions are changing over time (both locally and globally). So if students don’t raise connections to prior
units themselves, then keep the flow of the lesson moving forward and don’t introduce these connections now.



Orient to the new types of data on the new data cards of Pedro and ancient fossils. Say, Now we’ll take a look at the other types of data you
will see on the ancient penguin fossil data cards. Distribute a copy of Maps of Earth’s surface over the last 50 million years to each student and the
Ancient penguin data cards to the same groups from the previous period. Have students divide up the 14 fossil data cards as evenly as possible
among their team members.

Give students a minute to orient to the new layout of the fossil data cards. Display slide J. Help them locate and identify the information on
the new data cards using the prompts below and slide J as a common reference, pointing to a part on the slide to indicate the location of the
corresponding piece of information in the following discussion.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

Where can we find the bone trait variation data for this fossil that we
analyzed in our previous activity?

Along the left edge of the card.

Where can we find information on where the bones of this fossil were
found?

In the left white box and on the map.

Where can we find information about when this individual penguin
lived and died?

On the timeline at the bottom of the card.

What other general information can we determine from this fossil
data card?

What the overall environment of Earth was like compared to today.

What other organisms lived in or near the location where this fossil
was formed and at that time.

How big the penguin was (height and weight).

Some of the specific bones (out of the entire skeleton) that were found.

An artist’s reconstruction of what the overall body silhouette looked
like and how that compares to other penguins.

Say, Notice that there are now 14 penguin silhouettes in the blue box. These are different silhouettes than you saw before. These silhouettes are an
artist’s reconstructions of the overall body size and shape based on all the ancient penguin fossils you will be comparing, which are the same ones
that are on the data strips on your timeline posters.



5 min

12 min

8 · EXPLORE THE FOSSIL DATA CARDS INDIVIDUALLY
MATERIALS: Maps of Earth’s surface over the last 50 million years, Ancient penguin data cards, timer

Connect to the Driving Question Board. Briefly point out any of the ideas students suggested on the Driving Question Board related to the
ideas for investigations and data we need that these cards provide. There are likely to be many that match the data on these cards.

Have students explore a subset of fossil card data individually. Say, These cards provide us a lot of new information about these ancient
penguins. We already organized information about them by time, and we’ve already organized them by the bone-related trait variations on the data
strips. Let’s try to organize them a different way using some of the new information.

Individually sort cards. Display slide K. Set the timer for 4 minutes. Have students individually sort their subset of 4 or 5 fossil data cards
based on a factor of their choice. They can keep their previously built timeline poster on the table as a reference if they wish.✱

✱ SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN
ENGAGING IN ANALYZING AND
INTERPRETING DATA

This 5 minutes of individual exploration gives
students an opportunity to first orient to the
structure of the complex set of information
on the cards before working with the larger
set of data. Each of these data cards contains
a lot of complex information, including
global maps, descriptions of the fossil’s
site(s), and local and global environmental
conditions, as well as images showing the
recovered fossil parts and an artist's
reconstruction of the entire penguin’s body
shape, so giving some time to individually
look through a subset of the data is a helpful
way to orient students to larger data set.

9 · EXPLORE THE FOSSIL DATA CARDS IN A GROUP
MATERIALS: Maps of Earth’s surface over the last 50 million years

Sort cards in a group. Cue students to start the group work. Refer to slide K if needed. As students are working, listen in on group work to
determine where groups are finding patterns that link traits with the factors they used to organize their cards.



5 min

10 min

10 · INDIVIDUAL PROGRESS TRACKER UPDATE
MATERIALS: science notebook

Add to the individual Progress Tracker. Present slide L. Have students individually add to their Progress Tracker.

ASSESSMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Building toward 3.B Analyze and interpret data from data tables, images, maps, and descriptive text to identify
patterns of similarities and differences in heritable trait variations, environment, and geographic location of
ancient penguin fossils across time.

What to look/listen for
None of the ancient penguins have all the same trait variations in common with any modern
penguins.
Ancient penguin fossils tend to have more trait variations in common with each other, the closer they
are in time.
Modern penguins have more traits in common with less-ancient penguin fossils than with more-
ancient ones.
The overall size of many but not all ancient penguins was larger than the largest modern penguins;
the beak size and shape of many ancient penguins was either longer and/or more curved than
modern penguins.
Earth’s climate, the positions of the continents, and sea levels have changed many times over the last
60 million years.
Ancient penguins lived in South America, Antarctica, and New Zealand. Some of the other organisms
that lived in these areas varied between places and changed over time

What to do: Since students have added to the Progress Tracker at two different points in the lesson, you should
expect to see many of the patterns listed above. If students neglect to mention an entire category of patterns,
such as any based on shared traits or time or geography, leave a sticky note in their Progress Tracker for the
students to respond to. Include both a noticing and a wondering on this note. In your noticing emphasize the
category of patterns that students already noted. In your question, raise a wondering related to the category of
patterns you would like them to consider further. For example, I noticed you found many patterns in how the traits
of penguins compared across time. This was very interesting. I have a wondering. Did you find any patterns in the traits
of the penguins compared to where they lived?

11 · TAKE PRELIMINARY STOCK OF WHERE WE ARE
MATERIALS: science notebook

Share findings in a whole-group discussion. Keep slide L displayed. Ask students to share the connections they discovered. With each idea
that is shared, ask other groups to weigh in on whether they found similar connections in the data. Here are some anticipated responses:

There are only three major sites for all these fossils: Peru, New Zealand, and Antarctica. These are some of the places where
penguins are found today.

Traits may (or may not) be related to this.
The global environment has changed over time in million-year time frames.

Earth was warmer and wetter long ago, and the traits were different long ago.
The local environment has differences by site, e.g., what other things lived there.



Foreground the need to organize as a class all these data in a way that helps address the questions that led us here. Say, So if we are
thinking that maybe where something is living is connected to the traits of that thing due to some sort
of connection among what else lives there, what the local environment is like, and/or what the global
climate is like, then let’s look back at our initial consensus model to see whether it captures all these
possible connections.

Orient students to the timeline model from Lesson 2. Facilitate a Building Understandings
Discussion to help identify the goal of the initial consensus model and the gaps in it we can fill
in.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What were we trying to show and/or explain in this timeline model
when we first developed it?

Where the penguins of today came from.

What do these arrows between the dots on the right side of our model
represent?

The arrows represent lines of descendents from a group of ancestors
to modern penguins.

What do the question marks in the model represent? Gaps or uncertainty in what penguins lived when and what those
penguins looked like.

What could we add to this model now? All the types of ancient penguins that we know of, based on their
fossils and when they lived, relative to one another.

What other information about these ancient penguins do we know
now that we think is important to also try to keep track of on this
model?

What they looked like.
Their trait variations.
Where they lived.
What the local and global environment was like when they lived.

Say, This is a lot that we discovered that we didn’t have in our model in Lesson 2. Before moving on to new investigations, let’s plan to update this
representation next time we meet so that it captures all the important discoveries you made. That will allow us to have one common public record of
what we agree on to refer to going forward. Let’s plan to meet in our Scientists Circle next time to work on updating this model together.



3 min12 · COLLECT NOTEBOOKS AND NONCONSUMABLES AND INTRODUCE HOME LEARNING
(OPTIONAL)
MATERIALS: science notebook, How do scientists use fossils to figure out what an organism that lived millions of years ago may have looked like?, rubber band, timeline-organized data strips on
poster paper collected from the previous class meeting

Connect to the Driving Question Board. Say, Next time, we will also take stock of the questions on our Driving Question Board and the ideas for
investigations to determine which we’ve made progress on. I can see one line of questions on our Driving Question Board that is about how scientists
(or artists) determine what an ancient penguin looked like considering no one has ever seen one alive before.✱

ALTERNATE
ACTIVITY

This is an alternate framing for introducing the reading if you would like to offer the reading as an optional
enrichment opportunity for interested students. If you chose to do this, modify slide N accordingly.

Say, Today we looked at some really specific data that scientists measured from the bones of fossils they found. But
we also saw drawings of entire penguins that no one has ever seen alive. How is it possible to make a drawing of an
entire organism that we’ve never seen with our own eyes based on just what you would measure from some bones?
Maybe you already have some ideas about how that is possible.

Show slide M. Say, Take a moment to discuss this question with a partner: How could measurements from only a few
bones of a penguin fossil help a scientist estimate the penguin’s overall size and height as well as its overall body
structure? And if after talking with a partner you feel you have an answer you are satisfied with, great. If you aren’t sure
or are kind of curious to learn more about this, there is an optional reading available that will explore this question
further. You can take a copy of it on your way out of class.

Indicate where How do scientists use fossils to figure out what an organism that lived millions of years ago may have
looked like? is located for students to pick up a copy of on their way out of class if they are interested.

Read one or more of those questions out loud. Then say, Let’s explore that further in a reading that you will do as home learning. Before you look
at that home-learning reading, talk with a partner about how scientists might decide what an ancient penguin looked like using the data they have
available from the fossil.

Show slide M. Have students discuss this question with a partner: How could measurements from only a few bones of a penguin fossil help a
scientist estimate the penguin’s overall size and height as well as its overall body structure?

Present slide N, to introduce the home-learning assignment and distribute How do scientists use fossils to figure out what an organism that lived
millions of years ago may have looked like? to students if you chose to use it.

Collect nonconsumables and posters. Have each group clip together their set of Ancient Penguin Data Cards. Collect this set of cards and
Maps of Earth’s surface over the last 50 million years to reuse in your next class. Have each group roll up their poster again, with their names
visible on the outside, and secure it with a rubber band for easy collection and storage.

Collect and review student science notebooks. Review students’ Progress Tracker entries as a formative assessment. These will give you
important information about the types of ideas you can draw on in the next lesson.

✱ ATTENDING TO EQUITY

Universal Design for Learning: Use optional
reading to maximize student relevance in
their instructional experiences. Determine
how to use it based on the questions that are
on your Driving Question Board or that you
heard students raise in the previous lessons.
If you have a set of questions about how one
can determine what an ancient penguin (or
other organisms) looked like, this reading is
designed to answer it.

If your students have raised this sort of
question, refer to their specific question(s) as
suggested below. If they haven’t raised this
question yet on their own, it is
recommended that you either skip the
assignment of the home-learning reading
(on slide N) or offer it as an optional
enrichment opportunity for interested
students. For the latter, an alternate framing
for introducing the reading as an optional
activity is described in the related teacher
support box.


